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::IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, NALBARI:: 

PRESENT  : = Smti. K.R. Deka, A.J.S.  

Ref: G.R. Case No.42/13.   

             State                      

              -vs-  

          Gangadhar Boro .....Accused person  

u/s-279/304(A)/427 I.P.C.  

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON     : 29.09.15, 17.12.15 & 13.06.18. 

ARGUMENTS HEARD ON :  01.10.18. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON :  01.10.18. 

ADVOCATES APPEARED:  

For the State  : Mr. D. Talukdar, A.P.P. 

For the Accused : Mr. M. Kalita, Advocate. 

 

                            J U D G M E N T 

1.   The prosecution case, in nut shell, is that an F.I.R. was filed on 

11.01.13, in the Nalbari PS by the informant Prafulla Kr. Barman against the 

driver of the Tata sumo vehicle bearing registration No.AS 25 D 3089 alleging 

inter alia that on 10.01.13, at about 11.00 am, his elder brother Dhano Barman 

was proceeding from Nalbari towards his house after a election meeting and on 

his away, in front of Ahingsa Chemical, the aforesaid vehicle coming from 

western side hit his brother while he was proceeding in his cycle as a result of 
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which his brother was thrown at a distance. The onlookers immediately took his 

elder brother to Nalbari Civil Hospital. The locals though could not catch the 

vehicle, yet they kept the registration number of the vehicle.  His elder brother 

was referred to Guwahati for better treatment and was admitted in Down Town 

hospital, Guwahati. Hence, the case. 

2.   On receiving the case, the Nalbari PS registered Nalbari P.S. Case 

No.32/13 u/s-279/338/427 IPC and started investigation. On completion of 

investigation the I.O filed charge-sheet against the accused Gangadhar Boro u/s-

279/304(A)/427 IPC. 

3.  In pursuance of the process issued, the accused person appeared 

before the court and on his appearance the copies of the case as per the 

mandate of law u/s-207 Cr.P.C. were furnished to the accused person. Thereupon 

prima facie case was found against the accused person u/s-279/304(A)/427 IPC 

and the particulars of the offences u/s-279/304(A)/427 IPC were read over and 

explained to the accused person and he was asked whether he will plead guilty 

of the offences charged or claimed to be tried. He had pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried.  

4.  During the trial the prosecution side examined seven witnesses 

including the I.O. and M.V.I. The 313 Cr.P.C. statement of the accused person 

was of total denial. The defence side declined to adduce any evidence. 

5.   I have heard the arguments of both the sides.   

                 

                    POINTS FOR DETERMINATION  

   

         •  Whether the accused Gangadhar Boro on 10.01.13 at 11.00 am, 

at Jail road- High way connecting road, at a place in front of Ahingsa Chemical 

under Nalbari PS, in a public way, drove a Tatasumo vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 

25 D 3089 in a manner so rash as to endanger human life and thereby 

committed an offence punishable u/s-279 I.P.C. ? 
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 •     Whether the accused Gangadhar Boro on 10.01.13 at 11.00 am, at 

Jail road-High way connecting road, at a place in front of Ahingsa Chemical under 

Nalbari PS, drove a Tatasumo vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 25 D 3089 in rash and 

negligent manner and  due to negligent driving of accused one Dhano Barman 

had died and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s-304(A) I.P.C.? 

 •     Whether the accused Gangadhar Boro on 10.01.13 at 11.00 am, at 

Jail road-High way connecting road, at a place in front of Ahingsa Chemical under 

Nalbari PS committed mischief causing loss or damage to the bicycle of deceased 

Dhano Barman to the amount more than Rs.100/- and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s-427 I.P.C. ? 

 

     DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS : 

 

6.        PW.1 is Amulya Nath Sarma. He deposed that he does not know 

the informant. On 10.01.13, at about 11 pm, he was working in the office of 

Ahingsha Chemical Ltd. At that time, he heard hue and cry outside. He came out 

of his workplace and saw that a person was lying in bleeding condition and his 

cycle was lying about 25 feet away of that person in the middle of National 

Highway. One Tata sumo vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 25 D 3089 was parked 

nearby. The vehicle driver got down from the vehicle and saw the injured. When 

people gathered, the vehicle fled from the place over the cycle. The road was 

National Highway No.31 which is East West direction. Someone picked up the 

injured in his vehicle and proceeded towards the hospital. Thereafter, he learnt 

that the injured was admitted in GNRC and later he had expired. 

7.        In his cross-examination, he deposed that police had taken his 

statement. It is not a fact that he did not state before police that a Tata sumo 

vehicle was standing nearby, the driver came out of the vehicle, saw the injured 

and thereafter proceeded with the vehicle over the cycle towards the eastern 

side. He did not see the incident occurring in front of his own eye. He cannot 

state whether the vehicle which he saw in the place of occurrence had caused 

the accident. The injured as well as the cycle were lying in the middle of the 
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road. The Sumo vehicle came towards the side of the divider.  

8.        PW.2 is  Sarvesing Swargiary. He deposed that about two years 

ago, one day, he came to Nalbari PS along with Haliram Mushahary in order take 

his vehicle. Police seized the documents of the vehicle and obtained his 

signature. Ext.1 is the seizure list and Ext.1(1) is his signature.  

9.        Defence declined to cross-examine this witness.  

10.        PW.3 is Biren Rajbongshi. He deposed that on 10.01.13, at about 

10.30-11.0 am, he heard a loud sound at a distance of 100 meters from his 

residence and on coming out, he saw that there was hue and cry and he also 

saw Dhano Barman lying and his body was stained with blood. Dhano Barman 

was taken in a maruti to medical for treatment by a person. Thereafter, police 

seized a cycle from the place of occurrence vide Ext.2 seizure list and Ext.2(1) is 

his signature.  

11.       Defence declined to cross-examine this witness. 

12.        PW.4 is Krishna Choudhury. He deposed that in the year 2013, in 

the month of January, at about 11.00 am, in the morning, he was working in the 

office of one Ahingsha Chemical Ltd. He heard loud sound on the road outside 

and their office chowkidar informed him that an accident had occurred. He 

proceeded outside and saw that about 20 meters away from their office gate, a 

man was lying on the road and a cycle was lying at a little distance in the 

National Highway No.31. A Tata sumo vehicle was standing nearby. The Tata 

sumo driver came out and saw the injured person and when he found persons 

gathering at the scene, the Tata sumo vehicle drove away in great speed over 

the bicycle. The Tata sumo vehicle bore the Regd. No.AS 25 D 3089 and it was 

white in colour. The injured was taken in vehicle to medical. 

13.         In his cross-examination, he deposed that he did not see the 

incident occurring. It is not a fact that he did not state before the police that a 

Tata sumo vehicle was standing near the injured; the driver came out of the 

vehicle and saw the injured and thereafter, when people gathered, the driver fled 

away from the site of the accident. 
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14.        PW.5 is Hiren Das. He deposed that on 10.01.13, at about 11.00 

am, he was at his home. Then he hard hulla that there was an accident and on 

hearing the same, he went to the place of occurrence and saw that a cycle was 

lying on the road and he also saw blood scattering on the road. After a while, 

police came and seized the bicycle. Ext.2 is the seizure list and Ext.2(2) is his 

signature. 

15.        In his cross-examination, he deposed that he did not himself see 

the incident. 

16.        PW.6 is I.O Bhupen Kalita. He deposed that on 10.01.13, he was 

working at Nalbari PS. On that day, one Rajbongshi titled person informed the 

police station that one Tatasumo had hit a cyclist at Katla Barkuchi, No.31 NH, 

near Ahingsa Chemical. The O.C entered the information in the General Diary 

vide 11 dated 10.01.13 and he was given the task of investigation. He along with 

his staffs visited the place of occurrence. Already, the injured was taken to 

medical by the public. He found the bicycle in broken condition and he seized the 

bicycle from the place of occurrence in presence of witnesses. He recorded the 

statements of the witnesses, drew a sketch map. He went to Nalbari Civil 

Hospital in order to inquire about the victim. The victim was referred to GMCH. 

The locals informed him the registration number of the Tatasumo to be AS 25 D 

3089. He informed the owner of the vehicle to produce the vehicle in the police 

station. The owner of the vehicle produced the vehicle along with the driver in 

the police station. He seized the vehicle along with relevant documents of the 

vehicle. The accused Gangadhar Boro was arrested and he was allowed to go on 

bail as the offences were bailable in nature. He conducted the MVI of the vehicle 

and gave the jimma of the vehicle to the owner. Ext.1 is the seizure list by which 

he seized the vehicle along with relevant documents and Ext.1(2) is his 

signature. He also seized one green colour bicycle vide Ext.2 seizure list and 

Ext.2(3) is his signature. On 11.01.13, Prafulla Kr. Barman filed written FIR in the 

police station. The O.C registered the FIR and he was given the task of 

investigation. Ext.3 is the FIR. Later, the victim died. He collected the PM report 

of the victim. On completion of investigation, he filed charge-sheet against 

accused Gangadhar Boro u/s-279/304(A)/427 IPC. Ext.4 is the charge-sheet and 

Ext.4(1) and 4(2) are his signatures.   
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17.         In his cross-examination, he deposed that he marked the place of 

occurrence as A in the sketch map. The incident occurred in the northern side of 

the road. The National Highway is four line. It is not a fact that he did not furnish 

the actual description of the incident in the sketch map.  

18.         PW.7  is Diganta Deka, MVI. He deposed that on 17.01.13, he was 

working as MVI at DTO, Nalbari. On that day, he inspected one Tata Sumo 

vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 25 D 3089 in connection with Nalbari PS Case 

No.32/13 at Nalbari PS campus. During examination, he found the following 

damages- 

i) Right hand side head lamp broken. 

ii) Front grill broken. 

iii) Fog lamp left hand side broken. 

iv) Front guard bent. 

v) Front bonnet dented. 

vi) Right hand side fender dented. 

The vehicle found in running condition. Ext.5 is the MVI report and Ext.5(1) is his 

signature.  

 

19.        Defence declined to cross-examine this witness. 

20.        These are the materials on record.  

21.        Informant Prafulla Barman could not be examined in this case. 

Upon perusal of the case record, it is found that the informant had expired and 

there is order about his death in the Case record. The Investigating Officer PW.6 

had exhibited the FIR as Ext.3, but the contents of the FIR could not be proved 

as the informant could not be examined due to his death. Let us now come to 

the evidence of the eye witnesses. PW.1 Amulya Nath Sarma and PW.4 Krishna 

Choudhury were two workers who were working in Ahingsha Chemical Ltd. which 

office is near the place of occurrence. As per both these PWs, the incident 

occurred in National Highway No.31. They stated that both of them were working 

in Ahingsha Chemical Ltd. at the time of the occurrence and both of them heard 

hue and cry outside and both came out and saw that deceased Dhano Barman 

was lying on the road. At that time, they saw a Tata sumo vehicle bearing Regd. 
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No.AS 25 D 3089 standing near the deceased who was lying in injured condition. 

They saw the driver of the Tata sumo vehicle getting down to inquire about the 

matter, but when he saw many persons gathering at the scene, the Tata sumo 

vehicle fled towards Eastern side of the road by proceeding over the cycle which 

was lying on the road. Both PW.1 and PW.4 had failed to identify the driver of the 

Tata sumo vehicle. PW.1 has also categorically stated that he could not state 

whether it was the same Tata sumo vehicle which caused the accident. Even, 

through these two witnesses have not seen the Tata sumo vehicle hitting the 

deceased causing the accident, but they witnessed the Sumo vehicle causing 

damage to the cycle by driving the vehicle over the cycle, but as they have failed 

to identify the driver of the Sumo vehicle, the offence of mischief could not be 

proved by these two witnesses. PW.2 is a seizure witness. This witness stated 

that he came along with one Haliram Mushahary to Nalbari PS in order to take 

zimma of his vehicle, at that time, police had seized the vehicle's documents and 

had obtained his signature in the seizure list, Ext.1. The defence had not cross-

examined this witness regarding the fact of seizure, but this witness is not privy  

to the accident. Let us now see whether any other witnesses had witnessed the 

accident. PW.3 Biren Rajbongshi has his house at Katla Barkuchi, Nalbari. He 

stated that the site of the accident is about 100 meters away from his house. He 

stated that on the relevant time, when he was at his house, he heard loud sound 

and on coming out, he saw many persons gathering and deceased Dhano 

Barman was lying on the road in bleeding condition and a cycle was standing 

nearby. Somebody picked up Dhano Barman in a maruti vehicle and took him for 

treatment. This witness also a seizure witness of the bicycle which was damaged 

when the Tata sumo vehicle plied over it and the same is exhibited as Ext.2, but 

this witness is also not a direct witness and he has failed to identify the driver of 

the Tata sumo vehicle and also he did not state anything incriminating material 

against the driver of the vehicle. PW.5 is a resident of Bhuyankuchi. He stated 

that on the fateful day, he was in his house. He heard hue and cry outside and 

learnt that an accident had taken place. He saw that a bicycle was lying on the 

road. This witness is also not a direct witness, but he is a seizure witness of the 

seizure list Ext.2 by which the bicycle was seized. The defence has not cross-

examined or disputed about the seizure of the bicycle and also not put any 

suggestion to this witness. Hence, there is no dispute that the I.O did seizure of 
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the bicycle vide Ext.2. PW.6 the I.O of this case stated that on the relevant day, 

Nalbari PS received an information from one Rajbongshi that an accident had 

taken place as a Tata sumo vehicle had hit a cyclist in Katla Borkuchi in the 

National Highway No.31 and the same was entered in the GD as GDE No.11 

dated 10.01.13, but the extract copy of the GD entry was not exhibited in the 

court by the prosecution side. Nonetheless the I.O had visited the place of 

occurrence and had seized one bicycle vide Ext.2 seizure list. The I.O had 

proceeded to Nalbari Civil Hospital to record the statement of the witness. The 

I.O stated that he came to learn from the eye witness that a Tata sumo vehicle 

bearing Regd. No.AS 25 D 3089 was involved in the accident, but from the 

prosecution witnesses already examined, it is found that none of the witnesses 

could state satisfactorily that the Tata sumo vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 25 D 

3089 had actually caused the accident. The I.O stated that he has also seized the 

Tata sumo vehicle vide Ext.1 seizure list. However, from the discussion of the 

evidence of the eye witnesses, it is found that none of the witnesses could 

satisfactorily identify the accused as the driver of the Tata sumo vehicle and also 

not implicated the accused person for causing the accident. Only material that 

appears against the vehicle is that the it was driven over the cycle which was 

lying on the road. As the accused could not be identified as the driver the Tata 

sumo vehicle, hence, the allegation of rash and negligent driving could not be 

proved against the accused person in the instant case. 

22.   The prosecution case has to stand on its own legs. The 

prosecution side in a case of rash and negligent driving should be able to find 

out the fault on the part of the driver of the vehicle which caused the accident. 

In the instant case, none of the witness deposed that accused Gangadhar Boro 

was driving the vehicle during the accident rashly and negligently. The elements 

of the testimony of the witnesses is not clear and cogent whether the Tata sumo 

vehicle bearing registration No.AS 25 D 3089 was driven in rash and negligent 

manner by the accused as a consequences of which the accident occurred.  

23.  In the instant case the prosecution has not been able to place 

before the court creditable and convincing evidence to show the involvement of 

the accused in the commission of the offences charged with to justify a 

conviction. 
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24.  The court cannot form an opinion on mere conjectural hypothesis 

and fix liability on the accused without the offences being proved beyond all 

reasonable doubt. 

25.  In the backdrop of the entire evidence on record and taking into 

account the facts and circumstances of the case, the accused Gangadhar Boro is 

acquitted of the offences u/s-279/304(A)/427 I.P.C. and he is set at liberty 

forthwith. 

26.  Bail bonds will stand cancelled after six months. 

27.  Judgment is written in separate sheets and delivered in open 

court. 

   Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 01st day of 

October, 2018 

 

                                                         (Smti. K.R. Deka) 

                                                      Chief Judicial Magistrate, Nalbari.  

 

 

 Dictated and corrected by me 

   

 

           (Smti. K. R. Deka) 

Chief Judicial Magistrate, Nalbari.  
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A P P E N D I X 

 

Witnesses for the prosecution 

PW-1    Amulya Nath Sarma. 

PW-2    Sarvesing Swargiary. 

PW-3    Biren Rajbongshi. 

PW-4   Krishna Choudhury. 

PW-5    Hiren Das. 

PW-6    I.O Bhupen Kalita.   

PW-7    Diganta Deka, MVI. 

 

. 

Witnesses for the defence 

None 

 

Prosecution Exhibits 

Ext.1  Seizure list. 

Ext 1(1) Signature of PW Sarvesing Swargiary. 

Ext 1(2) Signature of Bhupen Kalita, I.O. 
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Ext.2  Seizure list. 

Ext 2(1) Signature of PW Biren Rajbongshi. 

Ext 2(2) Signature of PW Hiren Das. 

Ext 2(3) Signature of Bhupen Kalita, I.O. 

Ext.3  FIR. 

Ext.4  Charge-sheet. 

Ext 4(1-2) Signature of Bhupen Kalita, I.O. 

Ext.5  MVI report. 

Ext 5(1) Signature of MVI Diganta Deka.  

 

 

Defence Exhibits 

None 

        (Smti. K.R. Deka) 

                                                   Chief Judicial Magistrate, Nalbari 


